
PROGRAM SUBJECT TO CHANGE. Please be considerate of others and turn o+ all phones, pagers, and 
watch alarms, and unwrap all lozenges prior to the performance. Photography and recording of any kind are not 
permitted. Thank you.

PRODUCTION
Original stage direction by Diane Paulus
Production design by Alex McDowell
Choreography by Karole Armitage

Nicole Paiement, conductor
Andrew Eggert, stage direction
David C. Woolard, costume design
Donald Holder, lighting design
Chris Full, sound design
Peter Torpey, visual design and  

software systems
Matt Checkowski, media design
Ben Bloomberg, sound technology
Bob Hsiung, robot mechanical design/ 

technical development manager
Michael Miller, robotic control systems
Elena Jessop, interaction design
Allegra Libonati, assistant directing
Opera of the Future Group/MIT Media Lab, 

visionary technology

CAST
(In order of vocal appearance)
Simon Powers Robert Orth
Evvy Patricia Risley
Miranda Joélle Harvey
Nicholas Hal Cazalet
The United Way Frank Kelley
The United Nations Tom McNichols
The Administration David Kravitz
The Miseries Chorus of Operabots

PROGRAM
Death and the Powers
An Opera in One Act by Tod Machover
Text by Robert Pinsky 
From a story by Randy Weiner and Robert Pinsky
Sung in English with supertitles
Death and the Powers premiered at the Salle Garnier in Monte Carlo, September 24, 2010.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Prologue
Memory Download
Scene One: Simon and The System
Scene Two: System Soliloquy
Scene Three: Getting to Know You
Scene Four: Evvy’s Touch
Scene Five: Nicholas and the Robots
Scene Six: The World Reacts
Scene Seven: Into The System
Scene Eight: Miseries, Memory, and Miranda
Epilogue

The simulcast will last approximately 90 minutes without intermission. A program insert will  
be provided at the performance.

The Dallas Opera expresses its appreciation to  
those whose generous contributions have made 
possible this production of Death and the Powers: 
Margot and Ross Perot and the National Endowment 
for the Arts. 
 
This global interactive simulcast is made possible 
by generous support from Jane Bernstein and 
Bob Ellis, and Keith and Jennifer Cerny.

Original production underwritten by  
Association Futurum under the High Patronage  
of H.S.H. Prince Albert II of Monaco.

Technology development by the Opera of the  
Future Group, MIT Media Lab.

DALLAS OPERA’S DEATH AND THE 
POWERS: THE ROBOTS’ OPERA

PROGRAM: SIMULCAST OF DALLAS OPERA’S DEATH AND THE POWERS

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY $+, )($-  !  $):((  PM !  BING CONCERT HALL

(& STANFORD LIVE MAGAZINE     JANUARY-FEBRUARY ")!*



GOING GLOBAL WITH A  
UNIVERSAL MESSAGE
On February 16, 2014, Bing Concert 
Hall, along with additional venues in 
the United States and Europe, will host 
a groundbreaking global multimedia 
event. The occasion is the Dallas Opera’s 
production of Tod Machover’s genre-
stretching opera, Death and the Powers. 
The work, with a libretto by renowned 
American poet Robert Pinsky, had its 
world premiere in Monte Carlo in 2010, 
followed by acclaimed performances in 
Boston and Chicago. Our production 
in Dallas will be only the fourth set of 
performances and we are proud and 
grateful to present this important work, 
which dramatically portrays profound 
insights into human character and 
the nature of existence in the context 
of a stunning array of contemporary 
technology ranging from robots to giant 
light displays and a musical chandelier. 
More than 40 computers are required 
to run the production, all backed by 
extensive wired and wireless networks. 
These computers run a broad range of 
distributed control systems that were 
developed for the production, in which 
each component can share information 
with any other in order to create a 
synchronized and unified presence of 
Simon Powers in “The System.” 

Critically acclaimed in its initial 
performances, this opera was a finalist 
for the 2012 Pulitzer Prize for Music. 
As described on the MIT website, 
“The opera tells the story of Powers, a 
successful and powerful businessman 
and inventor, reaching the end of this life 
and facing the question of his legacy. He 
is now conducting his final experiment, 
passing from one form of existence to 
another in an effort to project himself 
in the future. Simon Powers is himself 
now a System. His family, friends, and 
associates must decide what this means, 
whether or not he is actually alive, how 
it affects them, and whether to follow.” 

More information about this work 
can be found on the MIT Media Lab’s 
website: http://powers.media.mit.edu. 

Recreating a work of this beauty and 
technical complexity would be its 
own grounds for celebration, but in 
partnership with the MIT Media Lab 
and the Perot Museum of Nature and 
Science in Dallas, the Dallas Opera 
will be simulcasting this production to 
multiple venues (including Bing Concert 
Hall) and a wide variety of audiences. 
This production can be considered 
unique for three reasons. First, while 
many opera companies, including the 
Dallas Opera, have delivered highly 
successful local simulcasts, this will 
be the first time an opera company 
has pulled off an interactive multicity, 
multinational simulcast of any opera 
production. Second, the simulcast will 
include secondary content as an integral 
part of the production, delivered to 
handheld devices within the theater. 
And third, participants in the remote 
locations will be able to interact with the 
production in Dallas via their iPhones 
and other devices, in order to influence 
the lighting and visual effects as they 
occur in real time on the Winspear 
Opera House stage.

This program is coproduced by Tod 
Machover, Bob Ellis, the MIT Media 
Lab, and the Dallas Opera. We hope 
very much that you will be able to join 
us for this extraordinary event.

—Keith Cerny, Ph.D.,  
General Director and CEO,  
the Dallas Opera

FAMILY 
CAREGIVING 

101

FREE Interactive 
Workshops in 2014

at 270 Escuela Ave. Mountain View

“How to Move Mama  
Without Hurting Yourself” 

Thursday, Jan. 23, 7pm-8:30pm  
Julie Groves, OT, PT

“Emotional Health”  
Thursday, Feb. 27, 7pm-8:30pm 

Michael Priddy, PhD, &  
Cara Hoepner, RN

“Connecting to People  
with Alzheimer’s through  

Compassionate Communication” 
Thursday, March 27, 7pm-8:30pm 

Alexandra Morris, Gerontologist

“Seniors & Medications: The     
Good, the Bad and the Ugly”
Thursday, April 24, 7pm-8:30pm 

Elizabeth Landsverk, MD

“Coping with End of Life Issues” 
Thursday, May 29, 7pm-8:30pm 
Chaplain Bruce D. Feldstein, MD

“How Music, Art & Horticultural 
Can Function as Therapy”

Thursday, June 19, 7pm-8:30pm  
John Lehman, Linda Sullivan Baity, PhD,  

& Marguerite Manteau-Rao, LCSW

RSVP to (650) 289-5498 or 
azacanti@avenidas.org
www.avenidas.org/care

     encoreartsprograms.com   (%


